We show results for the expected reach of the network of experiments that is being set up globally with the aim of detecting the "invisible" axion, in light of a non-standard thermal history of the universe. Assuming that the axion is the dark matter, we discuss the reach of a successful detection by a given experimental setup in a particular axion mass window for different modifications of the cosmological background before primordial nucleosynthesis occurred. Results are presented both in the case where the present energy budget in cold axions is produced through the vacuum realignment mechanism alone, or in the case in which axionic strings also provide with additional contributions to the axion energy density. We also show that in some cosmological models, the spectrum of gravitational waves from the axionic string network would be within reach of the future network of detectors like LISA and DECIGO-BBO. We conclude that some scenarios describing the early universe can be probed jointly by the experimental efforts on axion detection and by gravity wave multi-messenger astronomy.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Λ-Cold Dark Matter or ΛCDM paradigm is a concordance cosmological model that best reconciles various, apparently inconsistent, observed properties of the early universe [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In the ΛCDM model, most of the energy content of the universe is stored in Dark Matter (DM), around 27%, and Dark Energy (DE), around 68%, the remaining 5% comprising the ordinary "baryonic" matter. Energy components into radiation and neutrinos are at present negligible, although they played a fundamental role in driving the evolution of the universe at earlier stages. The ΛCDM model takes general relativity as the correct theory of gravity acting on cosmological scales. In the era of precision cosmology, much is known about the content and the evolution of the metric in the early universe, with our knowledge of the history of the universe extending much before the epoch of recombination at which the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation (CMBR) decouples from baryons. In this view, the oldest relics we can use to probe the early universe are the very fractional abundances of light elements that originated during Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN), one of the most important predictions obtained from jointly considering cosmology and particle physics (see Refs. [9, 10] for reviews on the topic). At temperatures of the order of approximately 0.1 MeV, light elements like deuterium and Helium isotopes synthesis and are not dissociated by CMBR scattering. Any change in this picture coming from additional new physics would alter the relative fractions of light elements forming at BBN, so that it is usually assumed that the ΛCDM model holds up to a temperature T BBN ≈ 5 MeV that ensures successful BBN without spoiling its results [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
The detection of a new relic that carries information of the pre-BBN universe would further push our knowledge to probe the cosmo at temperatures much larger than T BBN . Such a relic could be in the form of primordial gravitational waves, a dark matter particle, or any new particle forming an unknown "hidden" sector. It is not at all guaranteed that the pre-BBN epoch had always been described by the ΛCDM model, since new particles from hidden sectors could have come to dominate the expansion rate of the universe for some period before either decaying or redshift away. The evolution of the post-inflationary universe down to the temperature T BBN is still unknown, and motivates considering non-standard cosmologies (NSCs) that alter the ΛCDM paradigm due to the lack of additional information.
Such a modification to the ΛCDM model at temperatures larger than T BBN would lead to several testable consequences in various phenomenological aspects. In fact, the presence of an early NSC would alter the properties at which a Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP) free zes out [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and decouples kinetically from the primordial plasma [21, 22] , and open the pathway to testable modifications to the standard leptogenesis models [23] . In general, if a new relic is ever discovered, the properties of its phase-space distribution would carry crucial information on the pre-BBN era.
An early NSC period would also alter the property of the "invisible" QCD axion [24, 25] , a light Goldstone boson arising within the solution to the strong CP problem proposed by Peccei and Quinn (PQ) [26, 27] , and makes up for a plausible dark matter candidate [28] [29] [30] . In the standard cosmological scenario, refined cosmological simulations yield a narrow range in which the QCD axion would be the CDM particle, with an axion mass in the range m A = O (10) µeV [31, 32] . These results have been recently proven by refined cosmological simulations [33] [34] [35] [36] . Considering a NSC model in the pre-BBN epoch considerably widens the mass window of CDM axions [37, 38] , alter the properties carried by non-relativistic axions like their present energy density and velocity distribution [37] [38] [39] [40] , and alter the energy content of hot axions [41] . These possibilities have been proven interesting for a number of experiments that are planned to explored the parameter space of the QCD axion and other axion-like particles away from the preferred region, see Refs. [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] for reviews.
An early NSC would also alter the evolution and the decay of a network of global strings that generates after the spontaneous braking of a global symmetry. Since the axion field originates from the spontaneous breaking of a global symmetry, it is expected that a network of global strings is formed along with it [51, 52] , lasting until the moment t osc at which the axion field acquires a mass and begins to oscillate about its minimum [53] . A large literature on strings is available, due to the fact that such objects have been considered a candidate for seeding structure formations and play the role of the dark matter. A network of axionic strings is produced at the PQ phase transition through the Kibble mechanism [54] , with a non-trivial dynamics that leads an individual "long" strings to form kinks and cusps, or two long strings to intersect and form smaller wiggling loops. These new features would release energy by oscillating and releasing the massless Goldstone bosons associated with the broken global symmetry, like the axion, or other radiative modes if the Goldstone boson is massive. The decay of the axionic string network would sensibly contribute to the present abundance of cold axions [55] [56] [57] , as it has been recently confirmed using refined cosmological simulations [33] [34] [35] [36] [58] [59] [60] , with earlier numerical work on the subject found in Refs. [61] [62] [63] [64] .
A different decay channel of the string network is through the modal emission of gravitational waves (GWs), generated from radiating string loops if the Goldstone bosons like the axion are massive. Gravitational waves are produced by various mechanisms like the oscillation of strings in a network, kinks and cusps of long strings, or the emission from the oscillation of loops which dissipate and are replaced by new loops forming from the chopping of long strings [65, 66] , and have recently received substantial attention due to their possible appearance in the upcoming arrays of detectors [67] [68] [69] . The inclusion of an early NSC stage would lead to additional features in the relic GW spectrum which could be detectable in the upcoming generation of dedicated experiments [70] and would in general differ from the features expected from other mechanisms like GW from inflation [71, 72] , from the displacement of the Higgs field [73] , or from extensions of the theory of general relativity [74, 75] . There has also been recent interest in the implication of an early quintessential NSC on the spectrum of GW from cosmic strings [76, 77] , while earlier discussions on the non-thermal production from the decay of cosmic strings of different dark matter candidates has been sketched in Refs. [78] [79] [80] . A review on the subject is available in Ref. [81] .
In this paper we explore the consequences of an early NSC on the energy density and the distribution of axions and gravitational waves emitted from axionic strings. We thus consider the cold axion as the main ingredient of the dark matter content of the ΛCDM model 1 . The earlier work on the subject presented in Ref. [37] has been considerably extended by including a wider variety of NSCs, while the treatment on the axionic strings has been carefully taken into account by detailing the evolution of the string network and the impact on the energy density of the radiated axions. We have implemented a numerical analysis that solves for the set of coupled kinetic equations describing the evolution of the energy densities of radiation and the new fluid during the NSC period, following the treatment in Refs. [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] . In Sec. IV, we study the dependence of the abundance of axion CDM produced through the vacuum realignment mechanism by solving the equation of motion for the axion field numerically and obtaining the value of the axion mass with a bisection method. In Sec. V we add the contribution originated from the decay of the string network loops to the axion energy density from the decay of the string network, which is also described by coupled kinetic equations, following the discussion in the standard cosmological scenario [57, 62] . Assuming that the cold axion is the CDM particle, we show the potential reaches of current future axion searches in the parameter space that describes the modified cosmological model and comprises the equation of state for the new fluid or set of fluids, here w eff , and the reheating temperature at which the cosmology transitions to the ΛCDM model, here T RH . The two additional parameters come from the axion theory, and are given by the axion mass m A and the value of the misalignment angle at the moment of the spontaneous symmetry breaking θ i .
We assume that the network of axionic strings decays predominantly into axions contributing to the present CDM density, with a subdominant spectrum of GWs which we have derived in Sec VI. While in general we obtain the well-known result that the spectrum of GWs is negligible, for some particular choices of the parameter space corresponding to an early matter-dominated (MD) stage with a low reheating temperature we obtain a potential detection in the upcoming network of detectors, as we show in Fig. 4 below.
II. BACKGROUND EVOLUTION IN A NSC SCENARIO
In its simplest picture, the post-inflationary Universe has been dominated by a thermal bath of relativistic particles produced by a successful reheating mechanism, down to the temperature of matter-radiation equality. However, the cosmology realised in the early Universe might have differed from this view in many aspects. Besides a modification of General Relativity 2 , various models that extend the particle content of the Standard Model of particle physics predict the existence of additional particles whose energy density might have dominated the expansion rate at some moment prior Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN). We actually know that the BBN model reproduces the abundance of various light elements with extreme precision and we do not want to spoil these results. In order for a successful nucleosynthesis to take place, it is required that the history of the universe be the standard radiation-dominated cosmology at temperatures T BBN ∼ 5 MeV [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Generally speaking, the pre-BBN evolution of the universe in a NSC is altered by letting the equation of state w eff of the fluid that dominates the expansion of the background differ from that of a relativistic content w rad = 1/3. In a particle physics model, this can be achieved in various different ways, for example by considering the early domination of a scalar field Φ that oscillates in the potential ∝ Φ 2n and for which the effective equation of state is w eff = (n − 1)/(n + 1) [97] . For a quadratic potential n = 1 3 , we obtain the early matter-domination period w eff = 0 discussed in previous literature [29, 97, 100, 101] . A constant potential n = 0, in which the field does not roll, leads to an inflationary period with w eff = −1, while in an extremely steep potential n → +∞ the potential energy density is suddenly converted into the kinetic energy of a "fastrolling" field in its kination stage [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] . A repulsive "ultra-light" scalar boson would also give rise to early kination-, radiation-and matter-like cosmological evolutions [108] . If the particle theory that justifies the NSC scenario is described by a scalar field in a potential V (Φ) with equation of state
where brackets indicate time average, then we are constrained to −1 ≤ w eff ≤ 1 unless tachyon forms of the kinetic term are considered. The possibility for tachyon fields are not considered here. The background modelling by a scalar field does not capture other important NSC given by the early domination of topological defects like cosmic strings w str = −1/3 or domain walls
The background evolution could be realised by a mixture of different components, each with energy density ρ i (a) and effective equation of state w i , so that an effective equation of state takes place with
For this reason, in the following we consider an effective equation of state for w ef f ranging over the interval [−1; 1], although we do not take into account the possible temporal evolution of such an equation of state. We label the effective fluid as Φ, and we consider its equation of state w eff , bearing in mind that the NSC could have been described by a mixture of components, some of which might not have been particle fields. The set of kinetic equations describing the conversion of the energy density of the Φ field into radiation iṡ
where a dot indicates a derivation with respect to cosmic time t and Q is a source term that ensures the decay of the Φ field. Notice that, for Q = 0, the solution to Eq. (3) is
Thus, for w eff > 1/3, the additional energy density component redshifts away faster than radiation, so that a "Φ-radiation" equality a ΦR is reached. If the temperature at which such a transition occurs is high enough not to spoil nucleosynthesis, no extra decay term is needed, as it is the case for the kination model for which w eff = 1. Here, we consider a non-zero source term of the form Q = Γρ Φ , where the parameter Γ controls the rate of decay. With this decay rate, the expression in Eq. (3) can be evaluated exactly to yield
where ρ Φ0 is the initial value of the Φ field. Well inside the Φ-domination regime, when t Γ −1 , the source term can be neglected and the solution in Eq. (5) is recovered. In this regime, assuming that the Φ field guides the expansion rate of the Universe at such an early time, the Hubble rate is given by
where M Pl is the reduced Planck mass. Notice that this relation predicts the behaviour a(t) ∝ t β , where for simplicity we have introduced β = 2/3(1 + w eff ) so that a(t) ∝ t β well inside the NSC period. The energy density in radiation is given by the particular solution to Eq. (4) with source term Q, which we write using the scale factor as the independent variable as
. For a decaying Φ field, the Hubble rate is then given by H ∝ ρ R [38] . Although the Universe is dominated by the Φ field, we can nevertheless define the temperature associated to the radiation bath as T ∝ ρ 1/4 R , which leads to a relation between the Hubble rate and temperature of the form H ∝ T 4 , which is the same proportionality obtained in previous literature for the case w eff = 0 [92, 93] . However, we have just shown that such a proportionality holds for any equation of state for a decaying field, including the case of a decaying kination field [38] .
Although the solution to the background evolution is in principle dependent on the choice of the initial condition, we obtain that the dynamics of the axion field is not altered for sufficiently large values of ρ Φ0 since, as we discuss below in Sec. IV, the axion field is frozen down to temperatures of the order of the GeV.
III. AXION PHYSICS
The sector describing the strong interactions of the Standard Model possesses a non-trivial vacuum that allows for a violation of the CP symmetry. Jointly with effects generated by weak interactions, the amount of such a violation is constrained by the non-detection of a neutron electric dipole moment to be θ < ∼ 10 −10 . The strong-CP problem is formulated as the question why the parameter θ is realised with such a small value, while a priori it could realise any value within [−π, π] [109] [110] [111] [112] . An elegant solution to the problem is exemplified by the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) model [26, 27] , in which a new global chiral U(1) PQ symmetry is introduced. The PQ symmetry is spontaneously broken when the PQ complex scalar field rolls down the minimum of a Mexican hat potential
where the complex scalar field can be decomposed as Φ = (f A / √ 2) exp (iφ/f A ), where the pseudo-scalar field φ is the axion and f A is a yet unknown energy scale known as the axion decay constant. The quantum chromodynamics (QCD) axion is the pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson associated with the spontaneous breaking of the PQ symmetry [24, 25] , which is an anomalous symmetry since it is explicitly broken by QCD effects. The mass of the axion arises from small QCD effects and depends on temperature so that m
A , where the susceptibility χ(T ) is obtained from lattice computations [113] . At zero temperature, the axion mass is [24] 
where z is the ratio of the masses of the up and down quarks while Λ A = χ 1/4 (0) = 75.5 MeV. The integer N represents the U (1) P Q color anomaly index, which we set N = 1.
Active searches for axions are undergoing, using the fact that an anomalous axion-photon coupling arises with strength set by the scale f −1 A , leading to possible "axion electrodynamics" effects [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] which has been translated into searches with microwave cavity detectors [120, 121] . In a cavity, the axion is interacting with the magnetic field and resonantly converts into a quasimonochromatic signal which is picked up by an antenna and then amplified to the audible range [122] . Such a technique has been fruitfully translated into a vigorous laboratory detection program by some collaborations like ADMX [122] [123] [124] [125] [126] , YLW [127] and KLASH [128] . A different technique that implements a dielectric haloscope has been implemented by the MADMAX collaboration [129, 130] , while the ABRACADABRA experiment exploits the coupling of the dark matter axion to a static magnetic field by probing the oscillating magnetic field induced by the particle [131, 132] . For thorough reviews on the topic of the QCD axion, we refer the reader to Refs. [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] , while experimental searches have been reviewed in Refs. [50] . Other methods of detection rely on the interaction with compact structures such as axion miniclusters [36, 38, 40, [133] [134] [135] [136] [137] [138] and axion stars . Dark matter axions in NSC have been treated extensively in Refs. [37-40, 161, 162] .
IV. RESULTS FOR THE VACUUM REALIGNMENT MECHANISM IN NSC
The QCD axion could serve as a particle explanation for the dark matter [28] [29] [30] , with an energy density that generates non-thermally after the PQ symmetry breaking occurring at a yet unknown energy scale f A . In more details, taking the variation of the action for the weakly coupled PQ field with the potential in Eq. (9), the equation of motion for the axion misalignment angle θ = φ/f A readsθ
where a dot indicates a derivation with respect to cosmic time t. The mass of the QCD axion depends on temperature because of the interaction with QCD instantons [163, 164] . The dependence of the axion suscepti-
A (T ) with temperature has been computed with semi-analytical methods [46, [165] [166] [167] and recently using refined lattice simulations [113, 168, 169] . Here, we use the numerical result obtained in Ref. [113] to parametrise the temperature-dependence of the susceptibility.
Given an initial value of the axion angle θ i , drawn randomly from the uniform distribution [−π, π] when the PQ phase transition occurs, the solution to Eq. (11) is a constant value of θ = θ i as long as the Hubble friction is much larger than the axion mass. The axion field starts to oscillate when the condition 3H(T osc ) ≈ m A (T osc ) is met, from which moment the number of axions in a comoving volume is fixed and the axion energy density scales as ρ A ∝ a −3 . Here, we solve numerically the Sine-Gordon Eq. (11) describing the axion field, using as the independent coordinate the rescaled temperature
we obtain the energy density at some temperature T * < T osc at which the number of axions in a comoving volume does not change, so that we have attained the conservation of the quantity N *
The present fractional axion energy density is then
where we have assumed the conservation of the entropy density from the end of the NSC at T RH and where the fraction a * /a RH is computed numerically from the solution to the background. In the last expression, ρ c (t) = 3M
2 Pl H(t) 2 defines the critical energy density at time t, so that ρ c (t 0 ) is the present critical density. For a given initial condition θ i , we loop our procedure over the value of the axion mass to obtain the value that yields the observed CDM abundance Ω CDM h 2 ∼ 0.12. The Hubble rate used in the numerical computation describes the NSC scenario and it is obtained by solving the set of kinetic Eqs. (3)-(4) for the energy densities ρ Φ and ρ R .
In Fig. 1 we show the value of the axion mass (in units of µeV) that is required to attain the totality of the CDM for given reheating temperature and effective equation of state of the additional energy component. We have fixed the value of the misalignment angle θ i = π/ √ 3. In Fig. 1 , we only shows the contribution to the axion energy density coming from the misalignment mechanism, while the additional contribution from axionic strings has been shown in Fig. 2 below. For each choice of the parameters, the corresponding value of m A is the smallest value of the axion mass attained in the theory, since smaller values of the would yield to a larger axion energy density than what is observed in dark matter. Higher values of the axion mass are possible, although the corresponding energy density would not lead to the totality of the dark matter. The dashed vertical black line marks the reheat temperature T * RH for which T * RH = T osc , which can be approximated as the solution to the expression m A (T * RH ) = 3H(T * RH ). An axion field would be in a frozen configuration θ = θ i for the whole duration of the NSC with T RH > T * RH and would acquire a mass only at a lower temperature T osc . In this scenario, the axion mass is not sensitive to the details of the NSC. As we will discuss later in Sec. V, the situation in the presence of a string network is different since axions are released through the decay of string loop at all time prior the demise of the network.
In Fig. 1 we have indicated the reach that is forecast by various experiments for the QCD axion in the KSVZ theory. In the ABRACADABRA proposal [131] , a large portion of the axion parameter space is possible within reach on the next decay, with a prototype [132] that has started to collect data and place experimental bounds. KLASH [128] is going to look for axions in the mass range (0.2 − 2) µeV, ADMX [126] is expected to extend the search in the mass range (3 − 25) µeV, MAD-MAX [129] is going to search for axions in the mass range (40 − 400) µeV, and IAXO [170] [171] [172] will be sensitive to the axion-photon coupling g aγγ > ∼ 6 × 10 −11 GeV −1 , which corresponds to a QCD axion of mass > ∼ 10 4 µeV. Contrary for the other experiments quoted in Fig. 1 , for which the reach lies within a band in the axion mass window, the reach of the axion mass for IAXO corresponds to the portion of the parameter space above the magenta dot-dashed line in the figure. We have also included the region marked by f A > ∼ M Pl and bound by the black dot-dashed line that corresponds to the choices of the parameters for which the weak gravity conjecture is violated, Gf 2 A < ∼ 1, and translates into the lower bound m A > ∼ 4.6 × 10 −7 µeV for the QCD axion. We have not taken into account here the potentially severe problem that arises when demanding to have an axion of quality [173] [174] [175] [176] [177] . Notice that the lighter axions considered in the literature and known as ultra-light axions [178] and realised in string-theory contexts [179] [180] [181] [182] [183] [184] [185] [186] [187] [188] [189] are not the QCD axion described here. The region of the parameter space already excluded by the non-observation of a faster cooling of astrophysical objects due to additional axionic channels are labeled as "ASTRO" [190] [191] [192] [193] .
V. GLOBAL STRINGS CONTRIBUTION
A. The energy density of the string network
The scenario described in Sec. IV holds as long as the PQ symmetry was broken during an inflationary period that washes out any topological defect [31, [194] [195] [196] [197] [198] [199] [200] [201] [202] , or if such topological defects can be neglected. If the PecceiQuinn symmetry has broken after the period of inflation, or if the symmetry is temporarily restored after inflation to then break again, additional mechanisms contribute to the dark matter axion budget, including the decay of early topological defects [54, 203] . In fact, the randomness of the initial condition of the axion field, jointly with the assumption of the continuity of the solution, leads to the prediction of the formation of an axionic string network [53, 204] , topological configurations that result from the spontaneous breaking of a global symmetry [55] as non-trivial solution to the equation of motion of the PQ field in the potential in Eq. (9) . Besides axionic strings, other global string networks resulting from FIG. 1. The value of the axion mass (in µeV) that yields the observed dark matter abundance for different cosmological scenarios. The vertical axis reports the effective equation of state w eff , while the horizontal axis is the reheat temperature. The dashed vertical black line marks the reheat temperature T * RH that matches the temperature at which the axion acquires a mass in the standard scenario, T * RH = Tosc. We also show the sensitivity that is expected to be reached by ABRACADABRA ("ABRA", orange dot-dashed line), KLASH (red dashed line), ADMX (blue dot-dashed line), MADMAX (green dashed line), and IAXO (magenta dotdashed line). The black dashed line marks the region beyond which the axion decay constant violates the weak gravity conjecture, fA > ∼ M Pl , while the black solid line "ASTRO" gives the bound on mA > ∼ 15meV excluded by astrophysical considerations [190] [191] [192] [193] .
the breaking of a global symmetry have been studied in the context of realistic grand unified models [55] . It is expected that a network composed of approximately one axionic strings per Hubble volume is formed, releasing energy density during their evolution in the form of axions either by wiggles on long open strings or collapsing of closed strings. The cold portion of the spectrum of axions emitted from axionic strings might significantly contribute to the present energy density [51, 55, 61, 63, [205] [206] [207] . Due to their origin, axionic strings closely resemble global strings so that, in the standard cosmological scenario during radiation domination, the energy density per unit length of a single string diverges logarithmically, while the energy density of a network possesses a cutoff at a radius of the order of the horizon scale. In this model, axionic strings from broken global symmetries effectively dissipate by radiating a spectrum of axions. Here, we focus on the cosmological consequences of a string network, for which case global strings can be approximated by thin curves with a string core of size ≈ 1/f A and a linear mass density µ eff [51, 55, [208] [209] [210] .
The evolution of a string evolution is a complex physical system which demands describing structures on a wide range of scales, resulting in a significant computational demand when implemented numerically. Luckily, simulations in both matter-and radiation-dominated cosmologies show that the string network neatly divides into two distinct populations, a "long" string network with energy density ρ ∞ and a set of small closed loops each of size and energy density ρ loop , so that the total energy density of the string network is ρ str = ρ ∞ + ρ loop . In the standard cosmology, it is expected that about 80% of the energy density is in long strings, while the remaining 20% is distributed into small loops spanning all lengths from the string core ∼ π/f A to the horizon scale ∼ π/H(t) [35] . The long string network is a Brownian random walk on large scales whose evolution results from balancing the scaling of a free string gas and the production of closed string loops by the interconnecting long strings [51, 52, 55, 57] . The network of global strings relaxes into an approximately scaling solution which is characterised by a correlation length L. From dimensional arguments, we expect that after some relaxation period, the energy density of a cosmic string scales as
where ξ is a dimensionless parameter describing the string stretching. It has been shown that the scaling ρ s ∝ t −2 is attained in numerical simulations of local strings [35, 63] after an initial fast relaxation period, while logarithmic corrections to both ξ and µ are expected for global strings due to their couplings to axions. The scaling regime described in Eq. (16) represents the large-scale behaviour of the string network and holds when the string has completely stretched and modes smaller than the horizon at time t do not contribute significantly to the total energy density [51] . In the standard scenario that makes up the radiation-dominated cosmology, global strings have not completely straighten, so that a contribution from short wavelengths to the total energy density arises as a logarithmic correction to a constant value of the linear mass density. For the case of the U(1) PQ symmetry with the potential given in Eq. (9), the linear mass density resulting from the string Lagrangian reads [53, 55] 
Once the linear mass density µ eff (t) has been defined, the evolution of the string network is sketched within a specific framework like the one-scale model in its original formulation [211] or when the dependence on the velocity of the centre of mass of the string is taken into account [212] [213] [214] . The latter approach is suitable when including the effects of friction due to interaction of the network of strings with surrounding matter and radiation [52, 215] , and has been recently applied to study the evolution of axionic strings [216, 217] .
B. Power loss from string loops
Typically, a network of cosmic strings consists of horizon-length long strings as well as smaller string loops. The long strings carry a net conserved topological charge and are stable, while closed loops which do not have a net charge form by the intersection and breaking of long intercommuting strings to then oscillate and decay through the emission of axionic and radial modes, with a negligible contribution in gravitational waves. A key ingredient in the evolution of the cosmic string networks is the interaction and the intersection between long strings during a collision, which leads to the production of cosmic string loops. The process is parametrised by a "chopping" phenomenological quantity c which parametrises the efficiency of the loop-production mechanism. Numerical simulations of string networks in either matter-or radiation-dominated cosmologies indicate c = 0.23 ± 0.04 [213] . In this framework, the conversion of the long string network energy density into loops is described as
To describe the power loss of the network into radiation, we consider the dissipation of the energy of a closed loop E loop = µ eff with length into axions and gravitational waves [61, 215, 218] ,
where γ GW ≈ 65 and κ ≈ 0.15 are dimensionless quantities [219] [220] [221] computed at a fixed value of the string velocity v 2 ≈ 0.5. Since the ratio of the power loss in gravity waves and axions is of the order of (f A /M Pl ) 2 , which is a quantity much smaller than unity for any QCD axion model, we can neglect the contribution from the dissipation of the string network into GW when discussing the radiation of axions from strings. Using Eq. (19), the shrinking of a loop with initial size i is described by the expression
where = (t, i ) is the size at time t. If we neglect the small time dependence of µ eff (t) in the computations, the shrinking rate of the loop size with time is described by a linear function,
in which the first term is the initial loop size and the second term describes the shrinking of the loop when emitting axions. Although in principle, the length of loops formed could be ranging at any size, numerical simulations [62, 67, 69, [222] [223] [224] [225] show that the initial length of the large loop at its formation tracks the time of formation as (t i ) = αt i , where α is an approximately constant loop size parameter which gives the fraction of the horizon size at which loops predominantly form. Recent simulations find that around 10% of the energy released by the network of long string is released into "large" loops of size (t i ) = αt i , while the remaining energy is lost into highly-boosted smaller loops. For this reason, a monochromatic loop spectrum is usually assumed [80, 226] , described by a loop formation rate r ( i , t i ) which is defined so that each loop of size contributes a factor ρ ( , t)d = µ eff (t) t ( , t)d dt to the energy density in the time interval dt. The formation of loops from the long string condensate is described by
Here, we set α = 0.1.
C. Evolution of the string network
The loop of initial size i shrinks and disappears by the time t f defined as
At any subsequent time t after the formation of the loop, the energy density in radiation (either axions, GW, or other massless modes) from loops is given by
where we have introduced the power spectrum P rad (τ ) for the decay of the loop energy into the radiation mode considered. The string network evolves from the time t PQ at which the spontaneous symmetry occurs until the axion field acquires a mass at t osc , at which point the domain walls dissipate the string network which quickly decays. During this period, loops form at time t i and evolve emitting cold axions in their spectra.
We model the equation of state of the string network as p str = γρ str , with −1/3 ≤ γ ≤ 1/3 [219] . In general, the equation of state depends on the mean-squared velocity of the long strings v 2 as γ = 2 v 2 − 1 /3, so that for v 2 ≈ 1 (ultra-relativistic strings) we obtain the equation of state corresponding to radiation, while in the case of slow-moving strings v 2 ≈ 0 the strings stretch due to the cosmological expansion of the Universe so that the come to dominate the universe. Numerical simulations of long strings [227] show that v 2 ≈ 0.43 during a radiation-dominated stage. The evolution of a free, nonintercommuting string is then described by the kinetic equation
with solution ρ free ∝ a −3(1+γ) . Assuming that the scaling regime in Eq. (16) is attained and the energy density of the string scales as ρ free ∝ t −2 for a constant value of the string tension, we obtain that the evolution of the string network demands γ = w eff , that is, the pressure of the string network has to match that of the NSC fluid that dominates the universe to maintain the scaling describing the free-string gas in Eq. (25) . In other words, the Hubble equation H 2 ∝ ρ φ enforces that the NSC fluid also scales with the same equation of state as the string network so that ρ φ ∝ t −2 . For γ = −1/3 we obtain the evolutionρ free + 2Hρ free = 0, where the factor of two multiplying the Hubble expansion rate describes the combination of the volume dilution at the rate 3Hρ free , and the stretching at the rate −γHρ free so that the energy per unit length of the string remains constant as it gets stretched by the Hubble expansion. In this case, the formula in Eq. (25) predicts the energy density dilution ρ free ∝ a −2 , so that a network of free strings with γ = −1/3 would quickly come to dominate the expansion rate of the universe if they do not dissipate into Goldstone bosons (axions) or gravitational waves. Here, we set v 2 = 0.5 for both long strings and loops, which is consistent with the choice γ = 0.
D. Axion energy density from string loops
The picture modifies when including the emission of axions and other relativistic and radial modes like GW from the decay of the long string network, which is obtained by extending Eq. (25) to include an energy density rate Γ str→A [56] . For this, we define the energy density of the free string gas as the solution to Eq. (25) and with initial energy density equal to that of the string network in Eq. (16),
so that the energy lost in the emission of axions and GW per unit time Γ str→A is the difference in the rates at which the energy densities in the free string gas and the string network change,
This expression generalises the result in Eq. (18) to NSC scenarios and to a time-dependent µ eff (t). For w eff = γ, the right-hand side of Eq. (27) is zero, so that there is no transfer of energy between the string network and the axion population. In this limiting case, the evolution of the global string network matches that of a free string gas ρ s similarly to the dissipation-less case described in Eq. (25) for Γ str→A = 0, while the number density of axions remains unchanged and scales with the inverse volume. When w eff < γ, the right-hand side in Eq. (27) changes sign and the axion condensate would feed energy into the cosmic string network. For these reasons, we set the number density in axions from strings in Eq. (32) equal to zero for w eff ≤ γ. The energy density of the radiated axions follows the evolution ρ A + 4Hρ A = Γ str→A , to which it corresponds the energy density in Eq. (24) and the number density of axions [35] (28) where the spectral energy density is defined in terms of a spectral index q > 1 that describes a power spectrum ranging over all modes from k ≈ 1/ (t i ) ≈ H(t i )/α to infinity. Demanding that the spectrum is normalised over the interval given results in [35, 61, 218 ]
In order to correctly compute the integrals in Eq. (28), we have to express the ratio a(t )/a(t) in two different scenarios. If the axion acquires a mass at a temperature T osc < ∼ T RH , we model the expansion rate appearing in the definition of t i as
where t RH is defined so that H(t RH ) ≡ H RH . If instead we are in the case in which the axion field experiments only the modified cosmology T osc > ∼ T RH , we obtain a(t )/a(t osc ) = (t /t osc ) β . The integration of Eq. (28) with the spectrum in Eq. (29) leads to the result that most of the axions are radiated by loops at times right before t osc and domain walls dissipate the network. The computation matches the estimation for the decay of the string network at the time of domain wall formation, as discussed in Refs. [53, 61] . The number density of axions at time t osc from Eq. (28) results from a steeply falling integrand function of t, so that the dominant contribution comes from loops originating nearly instantaneously at values t i ∼ t osc [53, 61, 62] . If we refer the value of n str A to the contribution from the misalignment mechanism,
Neglecting for the moment the time dependence in µ eff , the contribution to the axion number density from the string network decay is
The function Υ(x) appearing in Eq. (32) takes into account the non-negligible extra contribution from strings in a NSC, for the period t < t osc . The string contribution is thus suppressed when the equation of state is milder than the standard cosmology and enhanced for a stiff w eff > 1/3, consistently with previous findings. In Fig. 2 we show the effect of adding the extra energy density in strings to obtain the value of the DM axion mass. We have integrated Eq. (28) numerically by including the contribution from a time-varying linear mass density and the scale factor obtained from the set of Boltzmann Eqs. (4)- (3). While the region w eff < γ remains unmodified, the effects of adding the string contribution alter the total energy density of axions, generally leading to higher values of the DM axion mass.
The results obtained in this Section have been derived for a power spectrum of index q > 1, which assumes that axions are radiated away on a timescale comparable to the Hubble time. It is worth noting that an alternative result for a harder spectral index q = 1 has been presented in the literature on axion cosmology [56, 228, 229] , starting from the assumption that strings efficiently shrink emitting all of their energy at once, leading to a flat power spectrum per logarithmic interval with an infrared cutoff at the wave mode k ≈ H and a ultraviolet cutoff at k = f A . An excellent comparison of these different scenarios has been recently given in Ref. [35] . The use of the harder spectrum with q = 1 generically leads to results for the string contributions which are smaller by a factor log(f A t osc ) ≈ 70. Clearly, in the case q = 1 the results in Eq. (32) cannot be applied, and the integrated spectrum has to be re-computed from Eq. (28). The results expressed in Fig. 2 can thus be interpreted as the situation in which the contribution from axionic strings is the largest, both because we have set a value ξ = 10 and because we have used the spectral index q > 1 given in Refs. [53, 61, 62, 204] , which leads to an additional enhancement by a factor or order ≈ 70. In this view, the difference between the results in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2 can be interpreted as the uncertainties in the experimental reach of future detectors due to topological defects.
FIG. 2. The value of the axion mass (in µeV)
that yields the observed dark matter abundance for different cosmological scenarios. The vertical axis reports the effective equation of state w eff , while the horizontal axis is the reheat temperature. The dashed vertical black line marks the reheat temperature T * RH that matches the temperature at which the axion acquires a mass in the standard scenario, T * RH = Tosc. We also show the sensitivity that is expected to be reached by ABRACADABRA ("ABRA", orange dot-dashed line), KLASH (red dashed line), ADMX (blue dot-dashed line), MADMAX (green dashed line), and IAXO (magenta dotdashed line). The black dashed line marks the region beyond which the axion decay constant violates the weak gravity conjecture, fA > ∼ M Pl , while the black solid line "ASTRO" gives the bound on mA > ∼ 15meV excluded by astrophysical considerations [190] [191] [192] [193] .
VI. GRAVITATIONAL WAVES FROM AXIONIC STRING LOOPS
A. Relic energy density of GWs from a string network
In this Section, we compute the stochastic background GW emitted from axionic string loops. We consider a global string network that maintains its scaling regime either by radiating into axion or by the generation of global string loops. The contribution from axionic string radiation into GWs is generally suppressed by a factor (f A /M Pl ) 2 with respect to the power injected into axions.
The fraction of the critical energy density that is released into the GW spectrum per unit logarithmic interval of frequency is expressed by
The evolution of the string loop is described by Eq. (21) where, contrarily to the previous literature, we have taken κ ∼ 0.15 which characterises the predominant energy loss into axions, instead of using the value κ ∼ γ GW Gµ eff which would describe the predominant release of energy into gravity wave modes. As discussed in the previous Section, string loops oscillate at the modal frequencies f emit = 2n/ (t ) at the emission time t and for any integer n, decaying and emitting axions and GWs in the process according to the power loss in Eq. (19) . The emitted modes redshifts with the expansion of the universe, so that the frequency f observed at a later time t > t is
where we have used Eq. (21) to express the loop size (t ). Inverting Eq. (34) gives the time t i at which the loop has formed as a function of the frequency,
The spectrum of radiated axions or GW is modelled by the emission from the loop shrinking with some power spectrum P n as
where n ( , t) is the number density of loops of size i in the interval d , which receives contributions from all preexisting loops that have shrunk to the physical lengths (t ) at time t as [52, 226, 230, 231] 
We have fixed the pre-factor in Eq. (37) by matching the condition in Eq. (18), linking the energy transfer between long strings and loops, with the definition in Eq. (22) for a monochromatic spectrum. Notice that the results in Ref. [226] offer an analytic formula for the number density of loops which has been tested in numerical simulations in matter-dominated [64] and radiation-dominated cosmologies [62] . However, we have checked that we get to the same qualitative result by using Eq. (37). In particular, Eq. (37) gives the same dependence on the NSC history n ( , t) ∝ t
3β−4 i
as what has been obtained in Ref. [226] , as we explicitly show in Eq. (42) below. In Eq. (36), we have decomposed the total power emitted by a slowly moving loop in Eq. (39) as P = n P n , where the spectral mode of frequency f n is reasonably described by the distribution of power per mode of emission [68, 69, 232] 
where N = n n −4/3 ≈ 3.60. The power spectral index q = 4/3 is characteristic of the emission of GW modes from the decay of cuspy loops, as suggested by numerical simulations [232] 4 . Since the sum in the expression for the total emission converges slowly, higher emission modes significantly contribute to the total power. Finally, the fractional contribution to the energy density from the gravitational wave spectrum is given by
where the contribution from the mode n reads [70] 
(40) To assure ourselves that we have control over the numerics involved in solving Eq. (40), we have first reproduced the same quantitative results as what has recently obtained in Ref. [70] for the case of a global string network lasting until present time t = t 0 and for string loops that predominantly emit into gravity wave modes, for which κ = γ GW Gµ eff (not shown).
B. GW spectrum from a network of global strings
We have tested the expression in Eq. (40) in a cosmological model composed of an early NSC period with scale factor a(t) ∝ t β , followed by a period of radiationdomination. In this toy model, we neglect the time dependence in the linear mass density, so we assume that µ eff does not depend on time, and we set the time at which the symmetry breaking occurs as t s = 0. In particular, in the case T osc > ∼ T RH , the expression in Eq. (40) can be written in a simpler form which we show for illustration,
where ν = f t osc and the energy density in strings ρ s (t) has been given in Eq. (16) . We assume that the toy model comprises an early MD scenario with β = 2/3, in which the universe transitions to the radiation-dominated stage at temperature T RH . We show results in Fig. 3 , where we plot the contribution in GW to the total energy density, in units of Ω s = ρ s (t osc )/ρ c (t osc ), as a function of ν so that the plot we show is independent on the choice of t osc . For obtaining the results in Fig. 3 , we have fixed the constant Gµ eff = 10 −11 and κ = 0.15. The quantity x RH = t RH /t osc parametrises the duration of the MD scenario from early time t = 0 on. For x RH → 0 (the blue dashed line in Fig. 3 has been plotted for x RH = 10 −32 , the red dotted line for x RH = 10 −12 ), the toy model describes a string network decaying into GWs in a radiation-dominated background, while as x RH approaches unity, the contribution from the early MD period becomes more significant (the green dot-dashed line in the figure has been plotted for x RH = 10 −4 ). For x RH > 1 (solid black line in Fig. 3) , the string network decays during MD cosmology and it is not sensitive on the details of the subsequent reheating. For x RH = 0, the string network releases GWs in a radiation-dominated cosmology where Ω GW ∝ f −3/2 for ν < ∼ν and Ω GW is constant for ν > ∼ν , whereν is the value of ν for which the two terms appearing in the brackets in Eq. (35) match. The second kink at larger values of ν corresponds to the change in the dependence of t i due to the non-standard cosmological model, according to the change in the scale factor expressed in Eq. (30) . Note, that the dependence for lower values of ν also modifies, consistently with the findings of Ref. [70] .
C. Energy density of GWs from axionic strings
We now turn our attention back to the case of the axionic string network, for which different forms of the expressions in Eqs. (35) and (40) are possible depending whether the axion field starts to oscillate in the NSC or in the standard epoch. In the scenario where T osc < ∼ T RH , the expression for a(t )/a(t osc ) is given by Eq. (30) and the axion field remains frozen at its vacuum expectation value after symmetry restoration. Although additional strings are no longer generated, the existing ones will continue producing GWs after reentering the expanding horizon. This GW production stops when the Hubble rate becomes comparable to the mass of the field, see Eq. (11) . From this moment on, the axion field oscillates about its minimum and the strings network decays. If instead we are in the case in which the axion field experiments only the modified cosmology T osc > ∼ T RH , we obtain a(t )/a(t osc ) = (t /t osc ) β . In this second scenario, the symmetry is restored and the axion field oscillates about its minimum before radiation domination, halting the production of GWs well before the radiationdominated era begins.
Our treatment for studying GWs from a realistic axionic string network differs in two key aspects from the results used in Ref. [70] . First of all, we do not consider a string network that persists until present time, but we only focus on the axionic string network that decays at time t osc . Secondly, GWs are a subdominant mechanism of energy release, the main contribution from strings going into radiated axions as discussed in Sec. V for which κ ≈ 0.15. We elaborate the results in Eq. (39) to account for the dissipation of the string network at t osc and the subsequent redshift of the energy density as
where in the last step we have used the fact that ρ c (t) ∝ t −2 ∝ a(t) −2/β [234] and the redshift of the radiation energy density as ρ rad (T ) ∝ g * (T )T 4 . In Eq. (43), the frequency f 0 = f a(t osc )/a 0 accounts for the redshift of the peak wavelength.
When the axion model is taken into account, the situation described in Fig. 3 changes dramatically, since the moment at which the axion field starts to oscillate and the value of f A that assures the axion to explain the totality of the dark matter depend on the value of T RH . In particular, as we have discussed in the previous Sections, the DM axion mass is sensibly smaller when computed in early MD models with respect to its standard value, so that the corresponding value of f A increases by a fac-tor O(10 2 ). Since the energy density in GWs in Eq. (40) scales as ∝ f A t osc ∝ T RH f 3/2 a , we expect a substantial enhancement if the modes are emitted during MD. In Fig. 4 we show results for the present energy density in GW from axionic strings, in units of the present critical density, as a function of frequency once the redshift from t osc has been taken into account. The shape of the GW spectrum in Fig. 4 is substantially different from what has been obtained in the model depicted in Sec. VI B. In fact, the shape of the GW spectra in Fig. 3 has been obtained by assuming a model in which the spectrum of the string network radiation explores different regimes. At low frequencies, the spectrum transitions from a raising spectrum to a plateau that corresponds to the change in the contribution from the two different terms in the square brackets of Eq. (35), while the second tilt at higher frequencies corresponds to the effects of the early matterdominated stage. The two tilts in the power spectrum are not featured in the GW spectrum from axionic strings shown in Fig. 4 , for which only one tilt is present and the plateau is missing. In fact, in this latter case the network of axionic strings decays during matter-domination and prior radiation-domination, so that the spectrum of GWs from axionic string loops vibrating in a MD cosmology does not show the flat plateau typical of the radiationdomination period [70] .
The model presented is barely within reach of future planned experiments like LISA [235] and BBO [236] for extremely low values of the reheat temperature T RH as allowed by the BBN constraint. For higher values of T RH , the energy density released in GWs from the string network drops to the value expected in the standard radiation-dominated cosmology. For completeness, Fig. 4 also reports the current and future sensitivities of LIGO-VIRGO [237] [238] [239] , and the projected sensitivities of both Einstein Telescope (ET) [240] and Cosmic Explorer (CE) [241] , which will probe a different frequency range with respect to the peak frequency in GWs from strings. Finally, we have shown the current limit placed by the European Pulsar Timing Array (EPTA) [242] , and the expected sensitivity of the future Square Kilometre Array (SKA) [243] .
We briefly comment on an early period of a NSC dominated by a substance with a stiff equation of motion w eff > 1/3, bearing in mind the kination model as the archetype of such scenarios. In general, the primordial gravitational wave background for modes produced during such a NSC period would be blue tilted, as it can be predicted from computing Eq. (40) in such a scenario. In particular, it has been suggested in previous literature [70, 77] that a GW signal coming from loops oscillating during a kination stage would lead to a copious signal which would be easy to detect at higher frequencies, due to the dependence of the primordial gravitational wave background on the emitted frequency as Ω GW ∝ f . However, we note here that this is result does not hold for the case of an axionic string network, because the energy density in GWs strongly depends on the axion decay
The fractional contribution to the GW energy density ΩGW to the critical density at present time, as a function of the frequency of the GW corrected for the redshift.
We have plotted results for TRH = 1 MeV (solid black line), TRH = 10 MeV (dashed black line), TRH = 100 MeV (dotted black line). Also shown are the sensitivities of current (solid) and planned (dashed) experiments that are undergoing in detecting GWs, see the text fo additional information.
constant, Ω GW ∝ f A t osc , and the result that axion dark matter produced during kination possesses a larger mass thus a smaller value of f A , see Fig. 1 .
So far, we have extensively used the bound on the reheat temperature T RH > ∼ 5 MeV obtained from requiring a successful BBN during radiation-domination. An similar constraint on the GW spectrum can be placed from the fact that GWs might excessively contribute to the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom at BBN, as [81, 244] 
where k end and k BBN are the momenta associated to the horizon scale at the end of inflation and at BBN. Usually, this requirement is invoked to bound the duration of an early NSC phase with a stiff equation of state [70, 77] . Here, we have checked that even in the most extreme case considered T RH = 1 MeV, the bound is respected since we obtain a value for the integral I ≈ 10 −7 . A future improvement on the bound in Eq. (44) could then be used to constrain T RH in an early MD scenario.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have challenged the validity of the standard cosmological scenario in the context of the QCD axion as the dark matter particle. In the standard cosmological scenario, the post-inflationary universe is quickly reheated and it is described by a radiation-dominated epoch, down to temperatures of order the electron-volt at which the energy density in non-relativistic matter starts controlling the expansion rate right after matterradiation equality. Matter domination continues until recent times, with solid indications for the present accelerated expansion driven by a cosmological constant. A large plethora of experiments support this view of the history of the universe, most notable large-scale structures, the CMB, and the successful predictions by BBN which so far allows us alone to rely on the standard cosmological model up to a temperature T RH ∼ 5 MeV. No relic has been yet discovered to test earlier stages of the universe, although much work has been devoted onto such possibilities and their imprints into phenomenological expectations. The axion, both as a hot dark matter and as a cold dark matter component, has been studied as a possible probe of the pre-BBN epoch, and it has been shown that its properties like the present energy abundance, the velocity dispersion, and the size of the smallest structures formed strongly depend on the details of the cosmology at which the axion field acquires a mass. Since the axion field begins to oscillate at around the QCD phase transition, the axion is sensitive only to about three orders of magnitude in temperatures (from the MeV to the GeV scale) to the presence of a hypothetical modified cosmology, since the axion field configuration is frozen at higher temperatures.
Nevertheless, important results can be drawn if an additional component has modified the cosmological background within the range of interest for the QCD axion. In this paper, we have first reviewed the results obtained for the dark matter axion mass in a NSC, extending the previous results that only focused on MD and kination models to generic cosmological models parametrised by a set of coupled Boltzmann equations. We have linked these new results to the reach of future axion searches, since various new experiments have been proposed in the recent year to scan the value of the axion mass in different ranges of the mass spectrum. In the standard cosmology, and for a value of the initial misalignment angle of order one, the axion mass is expected to be in the range m A ≈ (10 − 100) µeV, the uncertainty arising from the computations involving the decay of the axionic string network. As we show in Fig. 1 , the axion mass in the standard cosmology is within the present scope of MAD-MAX [129] . The same computation performed in a NSC allows the DM axion mass to span all possible values, further motivating searches outside the range obtained in the standard cosmology and hinting as the axion as a possible probe of the pre-BBN epoch. We have summarised the results in Fig. 1 , which shows the value of the DM axion mass as a function of the two parameters describing the NSC period (the effective equation of state w eff and the reheat temperature).
We have then considered including the contribution to the axion energy density from the decay of the axionic string network, which is inevitably formed if the PQ symmetry is broken in the post-inflationary universe. Such a process requires dedicated numerical simulations in order to be tested and to deeply appreciate the physics modelling and the tuning of the parameters involved. No simulations of the axionic string network in background cosmologies other than radiation and matter are currently available, nevertheless we rely on the theoretical description of the axionic string decay to draw conclusions on this topic, as summarised in Fig. 2 . We have shown that the inclusion of the string network sensibly modifies the energy density and the DM mass of the QCD axion, especially when a stiff equation of state for the NSC is included. This result has been interpreted as an enhanced efficiency in the string network to release energy density into the radiated axions, similarly to what has been shown for the case of a global string network that emits gravity wave modes [67] [68] [69] [70] . When strings are included, the value of the DM axion mass might change by orders of magnitude with respect to the result obtained by the misalignment mechanism only, when varying w eff . A second difference in the two scenarios comes from the sensitivity of the contribution to the early NSC period in the case in which the axion field acquires a mass in the standard cosmology. In fact, the misalignment contribution is not sensitive to the early content of the universe because its dynamics is frozen during that period, while the string component acquires contributions from the whole history of the string network development as expressed in the integral form in Eq. (28) (although the dominant contribution is generated at time t osc ). The detection of a relatively large value of the axion mass could then yield clues for the production of strings in the early universe, due to the rapid increase of the axion mass with the string contribution. This is due to the accumulation of strings which radiate axions until t osc , with the largest contribution coming in the case of a stiff equation of state w eff > 1/3. We have set to zero any contribution coming from the string network in the case in which the equation of state describing the NSC is milder than the string equation of state, w eff < γ, due to considerations on the Boltzmann equations involved with the system. Finally, we have checked whether gravity waves from the axionic string network might be relevant if emitted during a NSC. The emission of GWs during the evolution of an axionic string is usually neglected, due to its strong suppression in power with respect to the dominant emission in axions, and only becomes relevant when the axion acquires a mass and the string network decays. We have found that the GW emission can also be neglected in most modified scenarios, however an interesting result in the extreme case of an early MD epoch lasting until T RH ∼ 5 MeV would yield to a signal that is barely de-tectable in future experiments, see Fig. 4 . The feature of this spectrum is such that the primordial gravitational wave background is red tilted, with Ω GW ∝ f −1 , peaking at the frequency f peak ∼ 10 −6 Hz not currently expected to be probed by future generations of experiments. This enhancement in the GW signal from the early MD stage comes from the dependence Ω GW ∝ f A t osc and from the larger value of f A in this scenario with respect to the standard result. As we show in Fig. 2 , the largest values of f A comes in the region w eff < 1/3 like an early MD. In principle, the detection of an axion of mass O(10 −8 ) eV could come along with crossing evidences from probing the primordial GW wave spectrum. The main conclusion of this paper is that once the axion has been detected, its properties will also provide a guideline for understanding the cosmology of the early universe. Testing the axion theory could come along with the possibility of detecting a primordial gravitational wave relic, which would be possible in some favoured non-standard cosmological scenarios.
